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Introduction
The Bellum Iudaicum is a truly complex work which, at least on one level,
strives to articulate the causes and consequences of the fall of Jerusalem. The
lengthy preface to the first book of the B.J. sets the tone for a narrative about how
such an incredible event and tragedy, namely, the siege of Jerusalem and the
destruction of the Temple, could have ever come about. Josephus’ B.J. has been
called “a work of tragic historiographical information,”1 written by an apologist
for his fellow Jews and his religion. Eusebius called Josephus’ work a tragikh̀
a[pasa dramatourgía.2
B.J. 1.9-12 echoes the historian’s heartfelt emotions with language that
expresses his profound sorrow over themisfortunes that have befallen his country.3
1 Per Bilde, Flavius Josephus between Jerusalem and Rome (Sheffield: Journal for the Study of the Pseudepigrapha,
1988), 72.
2Hist. eccl. 1.8.4.
3 B.J. 1.9. kaì toi/j e’ mautou/ pa,qesi didou.j e’ polofu,resqai tai/j th/j patri,doj sumforai/j.
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4 B.J. 1.12:w;ste a’ mh,canon h+n o’ durmw/n e’ pikratei/n.
5 B.J. 1.12: ta.j d’ o’ lofu,rseij.
6 B.J. 1.9: kamno,ntwn ’ Ioudai,oij tw/n pragma,twn… e’ stasia,sqh ta. tw/n ’ Ioudai,wn.
7 B.J. 1.10:Ti,toj deu,teron ei’ j th.n xw,ran e’ ne,balen… prosbola,j te o[saj e’ poih,sato.
8 B.J. 1.11: ta. pa,qh tou/ dh,mou kai. ta.j sumfora.j o[sa te u‘po. tou/ pole,mou kai. o[sa u‘ po. th/j
sta,sewj kai. o[sa u‘ po. tou/ limou/ kakwqe,ntej e‘ a,lwsan.
9 B.J. 1.10.
10 B.J. 1.30: toi/j ge th.n a’ lh,qeian a’ gapw/sin, a’ lla. mh. pro.j h‘ donh.n a’ ne,graya.
11 B.J. 1.1: po,lemon susta,nta me,giston…tw/n kaq’ h‘ ma/j This passage echoes Thucydides 1.1: o[ti
a’ kma,zonte,j te h-|san e’ j au’ to.n a’ mfo/teroi… ki,nhsij ga.r au[th megi,sth dh. toi/j [Ellhsin e’ ge,neto ktl.
12 B.J. 1.2.
13 B.J. 1.1-3.
14 B.J. 1.2: oi‘ parageno,menoi de. h; kolakei,a| th/| pro.j ‘Rwmai,ouj h; mi,sei tw/| pr.j ’Ioudai,ouj
katayeu,dontai tw/n pragma,twn.
15 B.J. 1.2: perie,cei de. au’ toi/j o[pou me.n kathgori,an o[pou de. e’ gkw,mion ta. suggra,mmata.
It was impossible for Josephus to hold back his grief4 and lamentations.5 The
preface introduces the reader to a priest from Jerusalem living in Rome, about to
relate the tragic events that befell his own people. Josephus says that he will write
about the decline of the fortunes of the Jews, the civil war that broke out among
them;6 Titus’ invasion and various assaults;7 the sufferings and calamities of the
people, culminating in their defeat, as attributable respectively to the war, the
sedition, and the famine.8 Josephus will not blame the Romans for the fall of
Jerusalem, but points his finger at oi~ ’Ioudai,wn tu,rannoi,9 the rabble-rousers
among his own people. All of this will be done, according to Josephus, for
“lovers of the truth— toi/j ge th.n a’ lh,qeian a’ gapw/sin—and not for the
gratification of his readers.”10
Josephus presents his credentials to his readers in his preface to the B.J. by
saying that as a participant in and as an eye-witness to the war against the
Romans, “the greatest of our wars,”11 he is most qualified to narrate the details of
the war without misrepresenting the facts and can thus provide a historically
accurate account— to. d’ a’ kribe.j th/j i~ stori,aj—12 of this most important
event in Jewish history.13 He himself fought in the war in some capacity; his
work became known to the Roman authorities. His history is, he says, not the
casual collection of the events that others have recorded, nor is it conditioned or
burdened by “the flattery of the Romans or from hatred towards the Jews.”14
Such representations did nothing but result in “encomium or invective.”15
Josephus’ overwhelming concern in the preface to the B.J., namely, to assure the
reader of the accuracy of his account, is picked up again in the epilogue of the
B.J., at the end of Book VII where he wrote: “Here we close the history, which
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we promised to relate with perfect accuracy….; of its style my readers must be
left to judge; but, as concerning truth, I would not hesitate boldly to assert that,
throughout the entire narrative, this has been my single aim.”16
Josephus’ claim to historical accuracy is by no means a novelty in the
Greco-Roman historiographical tradition.What Josephus asserts in the preface
to the B.J. is that the war that he himself fought in was such a significant event
in the history of his people; that previous attempts to tell its story have been
most inadequate; and that he, now a person possessing a certain status in Rome,
was in a position to carry out his task with accuracy and truthfulness. In short,
Josephus portrays himself in the preface to the B.J. as a man proud of his Jewish
heritage and priesthood, who has a great love for his people and for theTemple.
He also underscores his competence as a historian.
Apart from the above-mentioned reflections that come from the B.J., there
are other texts of Josephus that attest to his claim to objectivity and competence.17
For example, at Contra Apionem 1.49 Josephus asserts that during the Romans’
siege of Jerusalem, he was able to record with great precision all that took place
on both the Roman and Jewish sides.18 Our author continues by adding that his
history of the war benefited from written documents that he consulted, but his
own experience was of utmost importance. He wrote: “Even if, as they [his
critics] assert, they have read the commentarii of the imperial commanders, they
at any rate had no first-hand acquaintance with our position in the opposite
camp.”19
We cannot, of course, ascertain with certainty who Josephus’ primary
audience was.Was Josephus addressing chiefly Rome’s elite and intellectual non-
16 B.J. 7.454-455: ’Entau/qa th/j ìstori,aj h~ mi/n to. pe,raj e’ sti,n, h[n e’ phggeila,meqa meta. pa,shj
a’ kribei,aj paradw,sein… [455] kai. pw/j me.n h~ rmh,neutai, toi/j a’ nagnwsome,noij kri,nein a’ polelei,fqw,
peri, th/j a’ lhqei,aj de. ou’ k a'n o’ knh,saimi qarrw/n le,gein, o;ti mo,nhj tau,thj para. pa/san th.n a’ nagrafh.n
e’ stoxasa,mhn.
17 C. Ap. 1.48-49, 53, 55; Ant. 1,4.
18 C. Ap. 1.49: e’ n w-| cro,nw/| [poliorki,an] genome,nhn tw/n prattome,nwn ou’ k e:stin o] th.n e’ mh.n
gnw/sin die.fugen\ kai. ga,r ta. kata. to. strato,pedon to. ‘Rwmai,wn o~ rw/n e’ pimelw/j a’ ne,grafon kai. ta.
para. tw/n au’ tomo,lwn a’ paggello,mena mo,noj au’ to.j suni,ein. [“During that time no incident escaped my
knowledge. I kept a careful record of all that went on under my eyes in the Roman camp, and was alone in a position to
understand the information brought by deserters.”] (trans. Thackeray)
19 C. Ap. 1.56: pw/j ou=n ou’ k a[n qrasei/j tij h~ gh,saito tou.j a’ ntagwni,zesqai, moi peri. th/j a’ lhqei,aj
e’ pikeceirhko,taj, oi] ka'n toi/j tw/n au’ tokrato,rwn u~ pomnh,masin e’ ntucei/n le,gwsin, a’ ll’ ou; ge kai. toi/j
h~ mete,roij tw/n a’ ntipolemou,ntwn pra,gmasi pare,tucon. [“Surely, then, one cannot but regard as audacious the
attempt of these critics to challenge my veracity. Even if, as they assert, they have read the Commentaries of the imperial
commanders, they at any rate had no first-hand acquaintance with our position in the opposite camp.] (trans. Thackeray).
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20 B.J. 1.78: ou’ k o’ li,goi.
21 B.J. 1.400: u~ po. me.n Kai,saroj e’ filei/to met’ ’Agri,ppan, u~ p’ ’Agri,ppa de. meta. Kai,sara.
22 B.J. 1.511: dwrei/tai …dw,roij.
23 B.J. 1.377: loimou/ …limou/.
24 B.J. 1.393: dia,dhma do,gmati diesh,mainen th.n dwrea,n.
25 B.J. 1.557: tw/|/ presbute,rw| tw/n a’ delfw/n ’Alexa,ndrou pai,dwn.
26 B.J. 1.197.199.210.
27 B.J. 1.355: katalei,yousin au’ to.n e’ rhmi,aj basile,a.
28 B.J. 1.58: qa,naton a’ qanasi,aj.
29 C. Ap. 1.50: crhsa,meno,j tisi pro.j th.n ~Ellhni,da fwnh.n sunergoi/j ou[twj e’ poihsa,mhn tw/n
pra,xewn th.n para,dosin. [“and with the aid of some assistants for the sake of the Greek, at last I committed to
writing my narrative of the events.”] (trans. Thackeray)
30 Ant. 20.263: e:cw ga.r o~ mologou,menon para. tw/n o~ moeqnw/n plei/ston au’ tw/n kata. th.n e’ picw,rion
paidei,an diafe,rein kai. tw/n ‘Ellhnikw/n de. gramma,twn e’ spou,dasa metascei/n th.n grammatikh.n
e’ mpeiri,an a’ nalabw/n, th.n de. peri. th.n profora.n a’ kri,beian pa,trioj e’ kw,lusen sunh,qeia. [“For my
compatriots admit that in our Jewish learning I far excel them. I have also laboured strenuously to partake of the realm of
Greek prose and poetry, after having gained a knowledge of Greek grammar, although the habitual use of my native
tongue has prevented my attaining precision in the pronunciation.”](trans. LCL, L. H. Feldman).
Jewish population? If so, by referring to his Jewishness and in his almost
obsessive insistence that he was going to provide his fellow Jews with an objective
account of such important events of their history, was there a lack of transparency
or a sub-text to be understood? While there is no scholarly consensus on this
problem, it is the view of this writer that there are sufficient indications in the
B.J. that Josephus was targeting Rome’s cultural elite, persons adept in both
Latin and Greek, and most importantly, people sympathetic to Flavian Rome.
Josephus and Greek Literature
Josephus’ Greek can be very stylistically sophisticated and one sees litotes,20
chiastic structures,21 figurae etymologicae,22 frequent word-plays,23 alliteration,24
assonance,25 asyndeton,26 oxymoron,27 antithesis,28 and other rhetorical devises
that would please the hearer or reader of his text. Josephus acknowledges in the
Contra Apionem that he had some help in the composition of his Greek version
from some assistants.29 Someone, either Josephus himself or one of his assistants,
carefully composed, re-wrote and structured his text. The good rhetorical form
and stylistic elegance allowed the reader or listener to hear the spoken language;
even the pitch of the words was chosen so as to please and delight the targeted
audience. The trained reader feels and even hears the fingerprints and footsteps
of the giants of Greek literature throughout Josephus’ opus. He himself wrote in
Ant. 20.263 that upon his arrival in Rome, he had studied the great classical
writers of the past,30 presumably to learn to imitate their style and possibly to
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pursue his own literary ambitions. Josephus eventually was able to introduce
elements of Greek prose and poetry into his text that the educated reader or
hearer would have been able to identify.
Recent scholarship has made great strides in going beyond the merely
mechanical comparison between Josephus and the giants of Greek literature.
However, many of theGreek classical allusions in Josephus listed below have been
overlooked by other scholars.31 There are numerous echoes of Thucydides,32
Polybius,33 Strabo,34 Herodotus,35 Xenophon,36 Demosthenes37 and Plato.38
31 After the delivery of this paper at the 2004 Josephus Colloquium in Dublin, my colleague Josef Sievers brought
to my attention a dissertation by Elchanan Stein entitled DeWoordenkeuze in het Bellum Iudaïcum van Flavius Josephus
(Amsterdam: 1937). Stein and I are concur at times but his selection of many passages from classical Greek literature is
highly inflated, the product of a questionable methodology.
32 Note that the concept of sta,sij, which Josephus introduces right at the beginning of his narration (B.J. 1.31) is
that which Thucydides had identified as one of the reasons for the outbreak of the Peloponnesian War and as the cause of
many other human tragedies (1.2.4-6; 1.24.4; 3.82-84). H. Drüner, Untersuchungen über Josephus (Marburg: 1896), has
made a comparison of the linguistic and stylistic features found inThucydides and Josephus. Some of the clearest examples
ofThucydidean echoes inB.J. I are the following: 1)B.J. 1.90: ’́Epeita sumbalw/n ’Obai,da| tw/| ’Ara,bwn basilei/ pro-
loci,santi kata. th.n Gaula,nhn evne,draj au’ tw|/ genome,nhj pa/san a’ poba,llei th.n stratia,n /Thuc. 2.81: pro-
loci,zousi dh. ta. peri. th.n po,lin evne,draij / Thuc. 3.112: e’ spi,ptontej e;j te cara,draj kai. ta,j
prolelocisme,naj evne,draj 2) B.J. 1.178: e:nqen òrmh,saj Nabatai,wn te ma,ch| kratei/ kai. Miqrida,thn kai.
’̀Orsa,nhn fugo,ntaj e’ k Pa,rqwn kru,fa me.n avpe,pemyen, para. de. toi/j stratiw,taij e;legen avpodra/nai /
Thuc. 1.128: to,te tou,touj ou;j e;laben avpope,mpei basilei/ kru,fa tw/n a;llwn xumma,xwn, tw|/ de. lo,gw|/
avpe,drasan au’ to,n 3)B.J. 1.245: sugkataskeua,zein de. th.n avrch.n toi/j ùp’ au’ tou/ katastaqei/sin tetra,rcaij
/Thuc. 1.93: kai. th.n avrch.n eu’ qu.j xugkateskeu,azen 4) B.J. 1.364:Tou/ d’ ’Aktiakou/ pole,mou sunerrwgo,toj
/Thuc. 1.66: ou’ me,ntoi o[ ge po,lemo,j pw xunerrw,gei 5)B.J. 1.370:avkma,zontoj de. tou/ ’Akti,ou pole,mou /Thuc.
3.3: tou/ pole,mou a:rti kaqistame,nou kai. avkma,zontoj.
33 Josephus’ preface to the B.J. has been compared to that of Polybius. See H.W. Attridge, The Interpretation of
Biblical History in the Antiquitates Judaicae of Flavius Josephus (Missoula, 1976) 44ff. Some echoes of Polybius in the B.J. are:
1) B.J. 1.99: to. me.n metaxu. th/j ùpe.r ’Antipatri,doj parwrei,ou kai. tw/n ’Io,pphj ai’ gialw/n diatafreu,ei
fa,raggi baqei,a| / Pol. 3.105.11: to.n me.n metaxu. to,pon tou/ bounou/ kai. th/j sfete,raj parembolh/j
dieta,freusan 2) B.J. 1.138: kai. prosepe,rrwsen th.n òrmh.n ò Miqrida,tou qa,natoj / Pol. 4.80.3: oì de.
Leprea/tai proseperrw,sqhsan tai/j òrmai/j 3) B.J. 1.287: ou’ mh.n e’ n a[pasin eu’ sto,coun, e'stin d’ o[pou kai.
au’ toi. ptai,ontej avne,strefon / Pol. 1.14.7: e’ peidh. tou.j e’ n pra,gmasin avnastrefome,nouj ou't euvstocei/n ai’ ei,
4) B.J. 1.301: e;cousai kai. misqofo,rouj miga,daj / Pol. 4.75.6: e’ n oi-j h-san kai. misqofo,roi diako,sioi miga,dej.
34 Elements of Strabo’s lost history, Historica Hypomnemata, have been transmitted in the Antiquitates. See, for
example, the sack of the Temple of Jerusalem by Antiochus Epiphanes (n. 98).
35 The only text from Herodotus that has an echo in B.J. I is the following: B.J. 1.476: ’Alexa,ndrou gunh.
Glafu,ra genealogou/sa th.n èauth/j euvge,neian /Her. 2.146: a’ po. tou,tou genehloge,ousi au’ tw/n th.n ge,nesin.
36 See 1) B.J. 1.206: mhde.n de. avpeiroka,lwj ei’ j th.n e’ xousi,an evxubri,zwn /Mem. 3.10.5: to. ùbristiko,n
te kai. avpeiro,kalon 2) B.J. 1.440: tou/q’ w[sper skhpto.j e’ mpesw/n e’ ta,raxen ‘Hrw,dhn / Anab. 3.1.11: e ;doxen
au’ tw|/ bronth/j genome,nhj skhpto.j pesei/n ei’ j th.n patrw/|an oi’ ki,an.
37B.J. 1.656: [Enqen au’ tou/ to. sw/ma pa/n h̀ no,soj dialabou/sa poiki,loij pa,qesin e’ meri,zeto\ pureto.j
me.n ga.r h-n ou’ la,broj, knhsmo.j de. a’fo,rhtoj th/j e’ pifanei,aj o[lhj kai. ko,lou sunecei/j avlghdo,nej peri.
te tou.j po,daj w[sper ùdrwpiw/ntoj oivdh,mata tou/ te h;trou flegmonh, / Dem. 54.11: meta. de. tau/ta tw/n
me.n oivdhma,twn tw/n e’ n tw|/ prosw,pw| kai. tw/n èlkw/n ou’ de.n e;fh fobei/sqai li,an ò i’ atro,j, puretoi. de.
parhkolou,qoun moi sunecei/j kai. avlgh,mata, o[lou me.n tou/ sw,matoj pa,nu sfodra. kai. deina, ma,lista de.
tw/n pleurw/n kai. tou/ h;trou.
38 A text that no one seems to have noticed is from Plato’sMinos. See B.J. 1.500: kai. ga.r eiv mh. kekoinw,nhken
tou/ ske,mmatoj / Pl. [Min.] 315e: eva.n de. koino.n teqh|/ to. ske,mma.
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39 Every cultured person in antiquity was thoroughly versed in Homer’s poetry, just as educated English speakers
used to be intimately familiar with things Shakespearean. Josephus himself acknowledged the importance of Homer inC.
Ap. 1.12: o[lwj de. para. toi/j ;Ellhsin ou’ de.n òmologou,menon eùri,sketai gra,mma th/j ‘Omh,rou poih,sewj
presbu,teron. Stein,DeWoordenkeuze in het Bellum Iudaïcum, 38-45, has found several other verbal allusions to Homer
throughout the B.J..
40 While Stein, 45, was convinced that Josephus had his Homer in hand during the composition of the B.J., Stein
simply suggests that Josephus “remembered” his Aeschylus.
41 It is known that in Rome at the time of Josephus, Euripides was perhaps the most celebrated of the Greek tragic
poets. See Dio Chrysostom,Or.18.6-7 and Quintilian, Inst. 10.1.68-70.
42 Although there is occasional allusion in Josephus (B.J. 1.353) to Sophocles’ Antigone, this writer has only found
two verbal allusions to Sophocles. See Phil. 466-467 and Aj. 1334-1335 below.
43 Allusions to Pindar exist elsewhere in the B.J..H.H. Chapmam has convincingly argued that B.J. 1.67-68 and
Phythian VII, 13-18 have a common denominator (eu’ pragi,aj, fqo,noj and eu’ daimoni,a). See Honora Howell
Chapman, “‘By theWaters of Babylon’: Josephus and Greek Poetry” in Joseph Sievers and Gaia Lembi, eds., Josephus and
Jewish History in Flavian Rome and Beyond (Leiden: Brill, 2005), 121-146, here, 134-6.
44 For the parallels between Book I of the B.J. and the Greek poets, see below. See the list (albeit incomplete), in H.
St. J. Thackeray, ed. and tr., Josephus, The JewishWar, Books I-III, (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1927), xvii-xix.
Thackeray mentions one possible parallel between Book I of the B.J. (I.371) andVirgil’s description of Fama at Aen. 4.173
ff. See Louis H. Feldman, “The Influence of the Greek Tragedians on Josephus,” in The Howard Gilman International
Conferences I: Hellenic and Jewish Arts (ed. A. Ovadiah; Tel Aviv University: RAMOT Publishing House, 1998), 51-80.
Feldman concentrates on the Antiquitates.
45 L.H. Feldman, “Flavius Josephus Revisited:TheMan,HisWritings, andHis Significance,”Aufstieg undNiedergang
der römischenWelt 21.2 (New York: 1984), 860. My assumption is that this tendency was similar to that of the medieval
biblical commentators, who frequently cite Augustine, Jerome, Gregory, Isidore et al.They probably never read the actual
works of these authors, but acquired their information from collectiones of patristic and biblical sources. Sedulus Scottus
and Frigulus are prime examples. Ninth century medieval commentaries on Matthew, for example, do not provide the
reader with exhaustive excerpts from the Fathers, yet almost every page is replete with the language and exegesis of
Jerome’s Commentarium inMattheum. See my study, “Bengt Löfstedt’s Fragmente eines Mattäus-Kommentars: Reflections
and Addenda,” in Sacris erudiriXLII (2003): 327-368. See also my forthcoming volume on the Frigulus Commentary on
Matthew in Corpus Christianorum: Series latina. Turnhout, 2006.
46 See Josephus, The JewishWar, xvii-xix.
Echoes of Homer,39 Aeschylus,40 Euripides,41 Sophocles,42 Pindar43 and other
ancient poets resound throughout Josephus’ works.44 L. Feldman reminds us
that it is most likely that many of Josephus’ allusions, echoes, and citations of
Greek authors do not come directly from the authors of antiquity, but from
other writers of the period, “notably in Dionysius of Halicarnassus andNicolaus
of Damascus, and that consequently such language may have been derived from
these authors rather than directly from Sophocles and Thucydides, since it is
generally characteristic of first-century Greek.”45
It is not my purpose in the following pages simply to give an elenchus of the
classical allusions from Greek poetry that I have detected in Book I of the B.J..
The texts listed below do not appear in any commentary that I have read, not
even in Thackeray’s list.46 (Thackeray never refers to any of the tragic poets
from whom Josephus borrowed in the composition of Book I of the B.J..) In
light of Feldman’s comment about Josephus’ indirect familiarity and use of his
classical sources, I simply point out that the texts below from B.J. I are merely
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echoes or literary allusions rather than direct quotations. It is very possible that
the reader or hearer of Josephus made connections to poetic texts that the
author himself had not originally intended to echo. Roman society at the time
of Josephus was not unacquainted with the theatre and all kinds of spectacula.
The language of the B.J., highly influenced by tragedy, would have not only
delighted his audiences, but Josephus’ allusions to Greek tragedy would also
have been a powerful reminder of the tragikh. dramatourgi,a47 which
permeates the B.J.. The point that must be emphasized is this: the poetic
language, structure, and allusions to classical literature were employed by Josephus
for a reason that transcends aesthetic pleasure. Honora Chapman stated this
clearly: “[B]eyond the desire for personal glory or for setting the record straight,
Josephus went to all this trouble in order to create a text that would persuade
(italics mine) educated readers with its refined Attic style. He could do this, in
part, by tapping into a world of literary allusions available in Greek poetry.”48 In
other words, Josephus’ intention was to persuade the readers of the B.J. of the
tragic events that have transpired and at the same time satisfy their aesthetic
desires. It was above all the tragedy of the fall of Jerusalem that Josephus wanted
to emphasize. The medium he chose for accomplishing this was a sophisticated
and refined Greek text reminiscent of the historians and rhetoricians of ancient
Greek. Josephus’ text, replete with poetical allusions, especially from the
tragedians, did exactly that.49 The educated reader would have been able to not
only recognize individual verbal allusions but also to see larger, broader, and
more thematic allusions. Chapman rightly remarks that “the Greek dramatists
were particularly suitable for Josephus’ literary purpose given their focus on
reversal of fortune, loss and destruction.”50
47 Eus.Hist. eccl. 1.8.4
48 H.H. Chapman, 124.
49 During the 2004 Josephus Colloquium in Dublin, Étienne Nodet suggested that any literary allusion to classical
authors was surely the redaction of the so-called “Greek assistants” and added that one should read the Slavonic version of
the B.J. for a less literary and thus “purer” version of Josephus. This author has consulted H. Leeming and K. Leeming,
Josephus’ Jewish War and its Slavonic version (Leiden: Brill, 2003) and has concluded that Nodet’s theory does not stand
whatsoever. Almost every single classical echo or literary allusion in Book I of the B.J. appears also in the Slavonic version.
There is no absolute certainty as to Josephus’ first-hand familiarity with Greek poetry when he wrote the B.J., but his text
provides his readers with an abundance of poetic allusions from the giants of classical literature.
50 H.H. Chapman, 128.
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51 We have limited our investigation to the Greek poets in Book I of the B.J.. Stein’s dissertation sought to find
parallels in the entire B.J. from the main authors of extant Greek literature, in both prose and poetry.
52 For a similar expression, see Soph. El. 176-177, e:ti me,gaj ou’ ranw|/ Zeu,j, o]j e’fora|/ pa,nta kai. kratu,nei.
See Philo, Ios. 265 and Spec. 4.32 for the reading e’ pakou,ei.
53 Unless indicated, all of the translations of the B.J. are mine.
Homer51
B.J. 1.630-631: o[ti laqei/n ou’ d’ a’ nqrw,pouj r̀a|,dion thlikou/ton
mu,soj e’ nskeuazo,menon, to.n d’ a’ p’ ou’ ranou/ dikasth.n a’ mh,canon, o]j
evfora|/ pa,nta kai. pantacou/ pa,restin;52
[“… although it was not easy to hide the preparation of such an abominable
crime from human beings, it was impossible to (hide it from) the heavenly
judge, who sees everything and is everywhere present?”]53
Homer,Od. 11.109 and 12.323:
’Heli,ou, o]j pa,nt’ e’fora|/ kai. pa,nt’ e’ pakou,ei.




B.J. 1.500: pou/ de. th.n patrokto,non o:yomai kefalh,n, h]n tai/j
e’ mautou/ cersi.n diaspara,xw; [“When will I see the face of this parricide,
that I might tear him to pieces with my own hands?”]
Aesc. Pers. 194-195:
h̀ d’ e’ sfa,da|ze, kai. ceroi/n e:nth di,frou
diaspara,ssei, [“The other struggled and with her hands rent asunder the
harness of the car.”] (trans. LCL, Smyth)
——————
B.J. 1.506: parakoph.n de. frenw/n kai. mani,an o’ duro,menoj, [“but he
bemoaned his madness and lack of judgment.”]
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u[mnoj e’ x ’Erinu,wn,
de,smioj frenw/n,
[“This is our song, — fraught with madness, fraught with frenzy, crazing
the brain, the Furies’ hymn, spell to bind the soul.” (trans. LCL, Smyth)
——————
B.J. 1.596: i[na mh. kai. kaq’ a|[dou fe,roimi to.n avla,stora. [“so that
I do not bring the demon of vengeance to Hades.”]
Aesc. Suppl. 414-416:
e’ kdo,ntej ùma/j to.n panw,leqron qeo.n
baru.n xu,noikon qhso,mesq’ avla,stora,
o]j ou’ d’ e’ n {Aidou to.n qano,nt’ e’ leuqeroi/.
[“and bring upon ourselves the dire, abiding vengeance of the all-




B.J.1.312: e,’x avpo,ptou de. ‘Hrw,dhj evpible,pwn tw/| te pa,qei sunei,ceto
[“Herod, who was watching from afar, was deeply tormented.”]
Soph. Phil. 466-467:
Kairo.j ga.r kalei/
plou/n mh. evx avpo,ptou ma/llon h' ’ggu,qen skopei/n.
[“Yes, to seize our opportunity wemust watch out for the chance to sail from
near at hand, nor from where we cannot see.”] (trans. LCL, H. Lloyd-Jones)
——————
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B.J. 1.544:kai. to. me.n prw/ton e’ bo,a periiw.n pepath/sqai to. di,kaion
[“He began by going around shouting that justice had been trampled upon”]
Soph. Aj. 1334-1335:
mhd’ h~ bi,a se mhdamw/j nikhsa,tw
toso,nde misei/n w[ste th.n di,khn patei/n. [“Violence must not




B.J. 1.373: w[sq’ ùpolamba,nein to.n qeo.n :Arayin de,lear tou/to
kaqeike,nai tou/ dou/nai di,kaj h~mi/n [“that I think God has cast bait to the
Arabs so as to deliver them to our vengeance.”]
Eur. Iph. taur. 1181:
kai. mh.n kaqei/san de,lear h~du, moi frenw/n. [“What is more, they
told me a pleasant story to entice my heart.”] (trans. LCL, D. Kovacs)
——————
B.J. 1.430: polloi. gou/n ka’ n tai/j gumnasi,aij au’ to.n katepla,ghsan
a’ kontisth,n te i’ qubolw,taton kai. toxo,thn euvstocw,taton i’ do,ntej.
[“At any rate, many people were amazed at him even at practice, as they watched
him throw the javelin with the greatest precision, and shoot with the bow with
the utmost accuracy.”]
Eur. Phoen. 139-140:
sakesfo,roi ga.r pa,ntej Ai’ twloi, te,knon,
lo,gcaij t’ avkontisth/rej euvstocw,tatoi. [“Yes, all the Aetolians, my
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B.J. 1.596: i[na mh. kai. kaq’ a[|dou fe,roimi to.n avla,stora.54 [so that
I do not bring the demon of vengeance to Hades.]
Eur.Med. 1059: ma. tou.j par’ {Aidhi nerte,rouj avla,storaj [“No!
— by the nether fiends that dwell with Hades.”] (trans. LCL, A.Way)
——————
Nicolaus of Damascus
This writer’s interest in “revisiting” Josephus’ sources in Book I arose not
only from an attempt to uncover some classical allusions hitherto previously
unknown, but also from the gradual realization that there are certain passages in
the text that abound in hapax legomena55 in the entire Josephan corpus. The
hapaxes in Josephus are often attested in Nicolaus. What is remarkable is that
these hapaxes often appear in clusters.56 There are numerous hapaxes scattered
throughout Book I, but their appearance in clusters is most evident in three
rather long sections, namely in B.J. 1.401-430, B.J. 1.467-497, and B.J. 1.513-
533. Does the presence of so many hapaxes, words uncharacteristic of the
military and political world that the Bellum describes, indicate that Josephan
authorship of these sections should be put into question? A reflection on the
possible reasons for the linguistically singular material in these passages is in
order. All three passages contain rather distinctive themes.
B.J. 1.401-430 recounts in some detail Herod’s numerous architectural
projects: the reconstruction of theTemple; the building of Antonia’s fortress and the
royal palace; the foundation of Sebaste in Samaria; the construction of the temple
of Augustus at Paneion; the structures erected to honor Augustus; the description
of Caesarea and its harbor; the description of the buildings called the Herodium;
the account ofHerod’s generosity to numerous foreign cities;Herod’s endowment
of the Olympic games and a laudatio of Herod’s own athletic abilities. Josephus
employs the language of architecture that he had no occasion to use previously.
Words for buildings and the materials used for their construction appear only
here. Geographical descriptions (almost excursuses) of the harbor at Caesarea and
54 See Aesc. Suppl. 412-416 above.
55 The problem of dis and tris legomena will be addressed in a separate paper.
56 See my “Translating Book I of Josephus’ Bellum Judaicum: Some Critical Observations” in Joseph Sievers and
Gaia Lembi, eds., Josephus and Jewish History in Flavian Rome and Beyond (Leiden: Brill, 2005), 383-403, here 401-2.
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57 pro,sqesij (404); ùpanoi,gw (405); baraqrw,dhj (405); a’ sa,leutoj (405); ùperekce,w (407); prodome,w
(412); e’ normi,zw (413); na,gma (413); kolosso,j (2x : 413, 414); gh,lofon (420); peri,stulon (422); leimw,n (422);
e’ peth,sioj (423); gumnasiarci,a (423); feukto,j (425); e’ pexkoufi,zw (428: absolute hapax in all of extant Greek
literature); suotro,foj (429); o:nagroj (429); prote,rhma (430).
58 e’ cemuqe,w (468); paradu,omai (468); prospla,ttw (469); fw,r (470); perieskemme,nwj (471);
dramatourge,w (471); tecniko,j (471); sunapokli,nw (473); mhtruia, (473); yu,gma (475); tracu,nw (475);
ìstourgo,n (479); katoimw,zw (480); pisto,w (482); sugkatakli,nw (488).
59 ei’ sfqei,romai (513); misqwto,j (517); prosepiyeu,domai (519); e’ paine,thj (519); a’ kona,w (520); spaqa,w
(521); pa,ppw/|oj (521); a’ sukofa,nthtoj (522); mnei,a (522); prosakou,w (522); ei:rwn (522); a’ mei,latoj (523);
te,cnasma (529); dramatourgo,j (530).
60 See Felix Jacoby, Die Fragmente der griechischen Historiker, 2A, (Berlin: Weidmannsche Buchhandlung,1926),
324-430.
61 There is a six volume modern edition of the Excerpta Historica iussu Imp. Constantini Porphyrogeniti confecta,
published by U. Ph. Boisserain, C. de Boor, andTh. Büttner-Wobst (Berlin:Weidmann, 1903). See N.G.Wilson, Schol-
ars of Byzantium, (London: Duckworth, 1983), 140-145 for a discussion of the merits of Constantine’s work.
62 Menahem Stern,Greek and Latin Authors on Jews and Judaism, I (Jerusalem: 1974), 229.
the colossal statues that surround it, for example, account for the frequency of
words not employed elsewhere in Josephus. In the same way, his description of
Herod’s superiority as a hunter includes the mention of wild boards and asses,
language elsewhere in Josephus unattested. In all, nineteen hapax legomena in the
entire Josephan corpus are present in this long section.57
B.J. 1.467-497 is the account of the continued discord between Alexander
and Aristobulus fostered by Antipater’s intrigues; of Glaphyra’s arrogance which
provokes the ladies of Herod’s court; Salome’s denunciation of Alexander and
Aristobulus, andHerod’s rebuke of them; Pheroras’ fall out of favor withHerod
and Herod’s eventual pardon of Salome and Pherora; Alexander’s denunciation
and imprisonment. Words such as spy, stepmother, or for working at the loom
are unique in this section which contains 15 hapax legomena in all of Josephus.58
B.J. 1.513-533 narrates the dramatic Eurycles story which contains 14
hapaxes in all of Josephus’ opus.59 Grandfather, mocker, and stage-manager are
among the unique words in this section that Josephus never employed
elsewhere. (We will return to the Eurycles story below). The important point is
that some of the hapaxes in the Eurycles story and in the other two passages
mentioned above are found in the works of Nicolaus of Damascus, Herod’s
extremely influential and well-informed historian, who clearly knew the intricacies
of Herod’s court, and whose works are partially preserved in fragmentary form
in Jacoby’s edition60 and in the compilation of the Byzantine emperor,
Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus.61 Nicolaus was actually a very prolific author,
whose works included an encyclopedic history of the world, an autobiography,
a life of Augustus and an epitome of Aristotle. According to many scholars,
Nicolaus’ history constitutes the primary source of the B.J. for the period
between Antiochus Epiphanes and the accession of Archelaus62 and Nicolaus
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is frequently mentioned in the Antiquitates for having provided material for
B.J. 1.31-2.116.63 Scholars have argued that the very positive presentation of
Herod in the beginning of the B.J. is perhaps the most important factor for
attributing Josephus’ account to Nicolaus,64 and that Josephus himself in the
Antiquitates reiterates his approval of Nicolaus’ adulatory account of the king
andmakes a series of statements that confirms his dependence uponNicolaus.65
This favorable bias is apparent in B.J. 1.401-430, where Herod’s generosity
and prowess are praised, but right at the beginning of the Eurycles story, after
Eurycles provided Herod with the lampra. dw/ra (B.J. 1.514), Josephus’
account of Herod’s character is blatantly unfavorable. The text reads as follows:
“Therefore, he [Eurycles] got around the king by flattery, eloquent discourses,
and false words of praise about him. Quickly he understood Herod’s character,
said and did everything he could to please him, and became one of his most
prominent friends.” (B.J. 1.515).66
Could this prima facie negative, derogatory image of Herod, rather
exceptional from what we should have expected from the hand of Herod’s own
historian, be attributed to Nicolaus? In the Antiquitates Josephus criticized
Herod’s historian by name for his partiality, for his uncritical description of the
king and for his blatant lack of veracity. AtAnt.14.1, for example, Josephus attacks
Nicolaus for having lied about Antipater’s lineage so as to please his son Herod.
Nicolaus’ justification of Herod’s robbing of David’s tomb at Ant. 16.181 does
not escape Josephus’ harsh criticism. Josephus’ disapproval ofNicolaus’ falsification
of history is most clearly expressed at Ant. 16.183-184.67 In light of this, on one
level, it would seem that Nicolaus, because of his less than laudatory depiction
of Herod, is probably not the source or author of B.J. 1.515. On the other hand,
63 Ant. 14.9, 68, 104.
64 See G. Hölscher, “Josephus”, PWRE 18 (1916), 1934-2000. The author views Josephus as a mere compiler, an
untrustworthy narrator, who depended entirely on his sources.
65 See Ant. 1.94-95, 108, 159-60; Ant. 7.101; Ant. 12. 127; Ant. 13.250-52, 347; Ant.14.104.
66perie,rcetai gou/n to.n basile,a kolakei,a| kai. deino,thti lo,gwn kai. peri. au’ tou/ yeude,sin e’ gkwmi,oij.
tace,wj de. sunidw.n to.n ‘Hrw,dou tro,pon kai. pa,nta le,gwn te kai. pra,ttwn ta. pro.j h̀donh.n au’ tw/| fi,loj
e’ n toi/j prw,toij gi,netai. (B.J. 1.515).
67 Ant. 16.183-184: [183] Niko,laoj ò … ìstoriogra,foj … diatelei/ de. kai. ta+lla to.n tro,pon
crw,menoj th|/ grafh/|: [184] zw/nti ga.r e’ n th/| basilei,a| kai. su.n au’ tw/| kecarisme,nwj e’ kei,nw| kai. kaq’
ùphresi,an a’ ne,grafen, mo,nwn àpto,menoj tw/n eu:kleian au’ tw/| fero,ntwn, polla. de. kai. tw/n e’ mfanw/j
a’ di,kwn a’ ntikataskeua,zwn kai. meta. pa,shj spoudh/j e’ pikrupto, menoj ktl. [“The historianNicolas…continues
to write in this manner about other things. For since he lived in Herod’s realm and was one of his associates, he wrote to
please him and to be of service to him, dwelling only on those things that redounded to his glory, and transforming his
obviously unjust acts into the opposite or concealing them with the greatest care.”] (trans. LCL, R. Marcus).
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68This author is grateful toMarkToher and the paper he recently presented at Oxford University entitled “Herod,
Augustus andNicolaus of Damascus.” For a thorough discussion of Josephus’ critical appraisal of Nicolaus as historian, see
Toher’s “Nicolaus and Herod in the Antiquitates Judaicae” HSCP 101 (2003), 433-35. See also Stern, Greek and Latin
Authors, I, 229; Ben ZionWacholder,Nicolaus of Damascus (Berkeley/Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1962);
Wacholder, “Josephus and Nicolaus of Damascus,” in Josephus, the Bible, and History (ed. L.H. Feldman and G. Hata;
Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1989), 147-172.
69 For a discussion of the genre of ancient historiography, see Gert Avenarius, Lukians Schrift zur Geschichtsschreibung,
(Meisenheim: Anton Hain, 1956), 50-52. See also John Marincola, Authority and Tradition in Ancient Historiography
(Cambridge: University Press, 1997), 114-115 and 160-74.
however, can one believe Josephus and conclude that Nicolaus the historian was
simply the adulatory narrator of the king’s character and exploits? After all,
Herod was dead when Nicolaus concluded his history and was no longer in
need of Herod’s sponsorship.68 It is more probable that Josephus, like many
ancient writers, was more interested in criticizing Nicolaus so as to assert his
own superiority as a historian.69
Only a study of the stylistic features of Josephus and Nicolaus, however, will
allow us to determine whether Herod’s historian had a prime role in shaping
Josephus’ account of Herod. It is the view of this writer that a study of the
language and syntactical structure of the Eurycles story (B.J. 1.513-533) will allow
us to trace this passage to no other than Josephus himself. If the fingerprints of the
giants of Greek literature are visible in Josephus’ work, it is my view that Josephus’
footsteps are evident here.This passage is at everymoment and in all its details the
craftsmanship of Josephus. The language and style is that of Josephus. For
example, Josephus’ propensity to repeat phrases is present in the Eurycles story.
Archelaus’ plotting (’Arcela,ou strathgma,twn) was mentioned in the singu-
lar (’Arcela,ou strath,ghma) earlier atB.J. 1.511; the same expression,lampra.
dw/ra, used to describe the gifts that Eurycles presented to Herod, was employed
for the presents given to Archelaus by the court at B.J. 1.512; the term “eloquent
discourses” (deino,thti lo,gwn) atB.J. 1.515 is repeated atB.J. 2.21, deino,thta
lo,gwn. The term that Josephus uses for “unrelenting anger” (a’ nh,keston
o’ rgh,n) at B.J. 1.526 is later employed at Ant. 18.277 and 18.282.
Some other Josephan features in this passage are the following: Josephus’
tendency to repeat the same prefix is seen at B.J. 1.519 where e’ pi, is repeated four
times: prosepiyeu,dtai d’ e’ piboulh.n ẁj e’ nedreuo,ntwn au’ to.n tw/n
a’ delfw/n kai. mo,non ou’ k evpifero,ntwn h:dh ta. xi,fh. labw.n d’ e’ pi.
tou,toij crhma,twn plh/qoj evpaine,thj. Wordplay is common in Josephus:
dunatw,teroj of B.J. 1.513 picks up du,natoi of B.J. 1.512. In B.J. 1.522, we
encounter first eu’ genei,aj (“noble ancestry”) and then later eu’ genh,j (“noble birth”).
We even have a typically Josephan chiastic structure whereby there is an inversion
of proper names: ge,noj h+n La,kwn, Eu’ ruklh/j tou:noma (B.J. 1.513).
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In recent years there has been an increased interest in stylometric analysis in
determining authorship of texts. DavidWilliams’ stylometric analysis of Josephus
has been of considerable help in assisting this writer inmeasuring the particularities
of Josephus’ language. Williams isolated ten key words (ga,r, de,, e’ pi,, kai,,
kata,, me,n, mh,, ou’ , pro,j and ùpo,) for testing Josephan authorship70 and has
concluded that while ga,r, de, e’ pi, mh, ou’ , and ùpo, overlap, kai., kata,, me,n,
and pro,j, differ significantly in the ways that Josephus and Nicolaus employ
these last four Greek words. The study of these particles and prepositions has
beenmost helpful to assist this writer in differentiating between a text written by
Josephus and one penned by Nicolaus.71
Without having performed an in-depth scientific stylometric analysis of
these three passages mentioned above in which there is a high number of unique
words, my study of the use, frequency and position of particles and prepositions
in both Josephus and Nicolaus indicates that from beginning to end, the
authorship of these passages, and of the Eurycles story in particular, bears the
mark of Josephus. Both Nicolaus and Josephus make frequent use of the elusive
ga,r that can mean just about anything. What this author has noticed is that
Josephus plays with ga,r to express all kinds of emotions and statements.
Within the same paragraph ga,r can both confirm and explain. Josephus often
uses ga,r in the same way as de, to indicate a continuation or a connection.
Nicolaus’ writing patterns demonstrate that the particlega,r ismoremonotonous,
less nuanced and much less attested.
Josephus uses his particles in a most elegant way, which gives a fine balance
to his sentences and paragraphs. Sometimes Josephus uses the particles to
tighten up his discourse or even to embellish his text. Nicolaus’ Greek is marked
by parataxis, the use of long series of clauses and sentences connected by kai,.
Josephus, on the other hand, is less monotonous and more creative in his
employment of particles. Very rarely do we see a string of kai, ... kai, ... kai, but
rather one encounters particles such as te, kai, me,n and de, used individually, in
various combinations, orwithin a grammatical arrangement ofwords in dependent
or subordinate relationships, that is in hypotactically linked clauses.
The choice of particles or prepositionsmight indeed assist us in determining
Josephan authorship, but one can perhaps argue more forcibly that the content
of a particular story might have required Josephus to use rather strange, if not
70 David S.Williams, Stylometric Authorship Studies in Flavius Josephus and Related Literature (Lewiston:The Edwin
Mellen Press, 1992), 39.
71 Williams, 55-56.
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72 L. Ullmann and J. Price, “Drama andHistory in Josephus’ Bellum Judaicum,” SCI 21 (2002): 97-111, here 111.
73 A good example of Josephus’ ability to rewrite or rework his source is his adaptation of the Letter of Aristeas. See
André Pelletier, Flavius Josèphe adaptateur de la lettre d’Aristée : une réaction atticisante contre la Koinè (Paris: Klincksieck, 1962).
74 Vita 342: tau/ta de. ou’ k e’ gw. le,gw mo,noj, a’ lla. kai. e’ n toi/j Ou’ espasianou/ tou/ au’ tokra,toroj
ùpomnh,masin. [“These things I do not say alone, but they are also written this way in the field notes of the imperator
Vespasian.” trans., S. Mason]
uncommon words. If we look carefully at the Eurycles story (B.J. 1.513-533),
apart from the 14 hapaxes already mentioned, the rest of the vocabulary and
style of this section is through and through Josephan. Lisa Ullmann and
Jonathan Price have argued convincingly that Eurycles story is authentic Josephus.
They come to the following conclusion: “Josephus is to be credited with the
artistic and creative decision to compose Herod’s domestic troubles as a drama
with elements from both tragedy and comedy, not only employing language
and other techniques of the theatre, but giving the entire narrative a dramatic
structure.”72 In addition to the reasons provided by Ullmann and Price, it is this
author’s view that the Eurycles episode might have been Nicolaus’ own story in
skeletal form, rewritten by Josephus, due to the almost excessive presence of kai,
kata, me,n andpro,j. Josephus did not copy his source but rewrote and elaborated
on the materials that Nicolaus had provided.73
Color Latinus
There are countless descriptions and details in the Bellum, such as the
archaeological and architectural data, or the military campaigns, that seem to be
a re-working of information that Josephus acquired from some lost source or
sources. In his Vita, Josephus insists upon on his unique credentials to write
about the Jewish people and their history. He specifically mentions Vespasian’s
hypomnemata, the Roman imperial commentaries on the Judean campaign, and
other written documents as ancillary information that give further credence to
his competence and reliability as a historian of the “greatest of [their] wars.”
Even though Josephus does not directly acknowledge that he had readVespasian’s
commentaries, the implication is that he actually did so. Josephus wrote:
“This is no unsupported assertion of my own. The facts are recorded in the
commentarii of the Emperor Vespasian.”74 In response to Justus’ accusations
concerning the accuracy of his data, Josephus responded in the Vita as follows:
“Neither were you a combatant nor have you perused the commentaries of
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Caesar, as is abundantly proved by your contradictory account.”75 Again in the
Vita, he indicates thatTitus andVespasian, as well as other important eye-witnesses
of the war, had read his account so as to verify the authenticity of his version.76
The B.J. abounds in material that Josephus could have acquired from a
reading of sections of the commentarii. Of course, Josephus wanted to maintain
his own authority and status as an eye-witness of the events that took place, and
that is why he perhaps does not include any specific references to these
commentarii. He makes it very clear that his history is the result of his own
observations and experiences. The work that he presents to his readers is, so he
claims, not that of an editor or compiler of other people’s material on the war.
This is articulated clearly in B.J. 1.15: “The industrious writer is not one who
merely remodels the scheme and arrangement of another’s work, but one who
uses fresh materials and makes the framework of the history his own.”77
What exactly were these commentarii? Why was it important to mention
them? The commentarii were perhaps field reports written by Roman military
commanders about the Judean campaign, that is, unedited or slightly edited
draft forms counterpart to Caesar’s Bellum Gallicum.78 Josephus probably had
other commentarii at his disposal that were composed after the war and were
housed in the imperial archives.
There is no way of ascertaining with absolute certainty whom Josephus had
in mind when he refers to other historians of the Jewish-Roman war. Several
scholars have suggested that Josephus had at his disposal a Roman account of the
war with the Jews that is no longer extant. It has been has argued that in light of
Vita 342, 348 and C. Ap. 1.56 quoted above, Josephus’ B.J. was indeed partially
75Vita 358: a’ ll’ i:swj ta. kata. th.n ‘Ieroso,luma pracqe,nta meta. a’ kribei,aj fh,seij suggegrafe,nai.
kai. pw/j oi-o,n te; ou:te ga.r tw|/ pole,mw/| pare,tucej ou;te ta. Kai,saroj a’ ne,gnwj ùpomnh,mata. me,giston
de. tekmh,rion\ toi/j ga.r Kai,saroj ùpomnh,masin e’ nanti,an pepoi,hsai th.n grafh,n. [“But nevertheless you
claim to have portrayed with precision what happened throughout Jerusalem. Yet how is that possible? For you neither
chanced to be involved in the war, nor did you read the field notes of Caesar. I have the greatest certainty of proof, for you
have crafted a text opposite to what is in the field notes of Caesar.”] (trans. S. Mason)
76 Vita 361: ou’ mh.n e’ gw, soi to.n au’ to.n tro,pon peri. th/j e’ mautou/ grafh/j e:deisa, a’ ll’ au’ toi/j
e’ pe,dwka toi/j au’ tokra,torsi ta. bibli,a mo,non ou’ tw/n e:rgwn e’ ti blepome,nwn\ sunh,|dein ga.r e’ mautw|/
tethrhko,ti th.n th/j a’ lhqei,aj para,dosin, e’ f’ h|- [362] marturi,aj teu,xesqai prosdokh,saj ou’ dih,marton.
kai. a:lloij de. polloi/j eu’ qu.j e’ pe,dwka th.n i’ stori,an. [“In the case of my own text, I certainly was not anxious in
the same way as you, but I delivered the volumes to the imperators themselves when the deeds were barely out of view.They
concurred that I had preserved the transmission of the truth. Accordingly, having expected tomeet with their endorsement,
I was not mistaken. [362] I also immediately delivered the history to many others, some of whom had even chanced to be
involved in the war— for example, King Agrippa and certain of his relatives.” trans. S. Mason]
77 B.J. 1.15: filo,ponoj de. ou’ c ò metapoiw/n oi’ konomi,an kai. ta,xin a’ llotri,an, a’ ll’ ò meta. tou/
kaina. le,gein kai. to. sw/ma th/j i’ stori,aj kataskeua,zwn i:dion.
78 H. St. J. Thackeray, Josephus: the Man and the Historian (New York: Jewish Institute of Religion Press, 1929),
38-40. See S. Mason, Life of Josephus (Boston: Brill, 2003), 140, note 1402, on the term ùpomnh,mata.
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79 W. Weber, Josephus und Vespasian. Untersuchungen zu dem Jüdischen Krieg des Flavius Josephus (Berlin, Stuttgart
and Leipzig, 1921), 3ff.
80 Josephus refers to oneMarcus Antonius Iulianus in B.J. 6.238, kai. Ma/rkoj ’Antw,nioj ’Iouliano.j ò th/j
’Ioudai,aj e’ pi,tropoj. [“and Marcus Antonius Julianus, procurator of Judaea.”]
81 Scripta eorum relege vel, ut transeamus veteres, Flavi Iosephi vel, si Romanis magis gaudes, Antoni Iuliani de
Iudaeis require: iam scies nequitia sua hanc eos meruisse fortunam nec quidquam accidisse, quod non sit his, si in
contumacia perseverarent, ante praedictum. [“Read their own writings; or omitting the ancients, turn to Flavius Josephus;
or, if you prefer Romans, consult Antonius Julianus on the Jews, and you will see that it was their own wickedness which
brought them tomisfortune, and that nothing happened to themwhich was not predicted in advance, if they persisted in
rebelliousness.”] See Stern, 431.
82 A. Schlatter, Kleinere Schriften zu Flavius Josephus (Darmstadt, 1970), 1ff. See also See Helgo Lindner, Die
Geschichtsauffassung des Flavius Josephus in Bellum Iudaicum. Gleichzeitig ein Beitrag zur Quellenfrage (Leiden 1972), 1-20.
83 A. von Domaszeweski, “Die Dislokation des römischen Heeres im Jahre 66 n. Chr.” (Rheinisches Museum,
1892), 207-218 (after Thackeray, JewishWar, 457).
84 Bilde, 128.
85 Bernard Frischer, et al., “Word-Order transference between Latin and Greek: the relative position of the
accusative direct object and the governing verb in Cassius Dio and other Greek and Roman Prose Authors”, in HSCP
(1999), 357-390.
86The authors, pp. 376-377, quote a very amusing anecdote from Lucian’sDemonax (40) which gives a glimpse of
how the Greeks perceived the subject-object-verb word order as characteristic of Latin: Polubi,ou de, tinoj, komidh/|
a’ paideu,tou a’ nqrw,pou kai. soloi,kou, ei’ po,ntoj, ‘O basileu,j me th/| ‘Rwmai,wn politei,a| teti,mhken\ Ei:qe
se, e:fh, ‘Ellhna ma/llon hv̀ ‘Rwmai/on pepoih,kei. [“A man named Polybius, quite uneducated and ungrammatical,
said: ‘The emperor has honored me with Roman citizenship. ‘Oh, why didn’t he make you a Greek instead of a Roman?’
said Demonax.”] “Polybius’ word order is SOV, with the verb placed at the end of the sentence — ‘Romanized Greek,’
according to Jones, who notes that the word order of Polybius’ boast ‘seems to be Latin’.”
based on the Flavian commentariiwritten in Latin.79 Other scholars, on the other
hand, have suggested that Antonius Iulianus,80 mentioned in theOctavius (33.4)
ofMinucius Felix,81might be one of the writers to whom Josephus was referring.82
It is impossible to give a name to Josephus’ hypothetical Roman source or
sources, but Josephus’ text describes the Roman army’s activities in such detail at
times that it is very unlikely that Josephus invented his numerous reports or
could have remembered themwith such precision. It would have been impossible
for him to have observed all the events that he describes, for many of them
occurred simultaneously. There have been numerous studies on the accuracy of
the information that might have come from Roman sources, such as Agrippa’s
speech (B.J. 2.345 ff.),83 the description of Titus’ march from Alexandria to
Caesarea (B.J. 4.658-663), and the composition of Cestius’ forces in B.J. 2.499-
-503. The most radical proponents of a lost Roman work have argued that
despite what Josephus said in his preface to the B.J., Josephus was nothingmore
than a copyist, compiler and editor.84 This is not present scholarly opinion.
In an article by Bernard Frischer et al.85 it has been suggested that under the
Empire, Greek writers, when writing about Rome or drawing from Latin
sources, often retain a subject-object-verb pattern typical of Latin.86The authors
reiterate what all classical linguists know, namely, that it is more frequent to find
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the verb at the end of the clause in Latin than in Greek.87 Their conclusions,
based upon “cluster analysis,” attempted “to discover natural groupings (or,
“clusters”) of the individual or data sets”88 whereby they could “test the hypothesis
that Greek and Latin texts will naturally and consistently clump together into
homogeneous groups if measured by the rate at which they put the direct object
before and after the governing verb.”89Their study has shown that many official
Latin documents were translated into Greek from the age of Augustus to the 3rd
century A.D. and that sometimes word-for-word translations functioned to
“ensure that translations of official documents were as close to the original as
possible so as to avoid mistakes and misunderstandings.”90 Such translations
were perhaps a blatant example of “Roman linguistic imperialism in dealings
with the Greek world.”91The conclusion that Frischer et al. come to is that even
in the second century B.C., “the Roman senatorial class, for all its philhellenism
and sense of linguistic inferiority vis-à-vis Greek, was uncomfortable about the
use of the Greek language for public business.”92
The case of Cassius Dio is not without interest. Of undeniable Greek ethnic
background, Latin may have been his preferred language for many years,
especially when he wrote his history. By embellishing his text with Latinisms, he
could have consciously desired to reinforce the romanitas of his history.
Secondly, it is very possible that subconsciously, because of the fact that he lived
in Italy for so many years, Dio’s Greek fell into a Latin subject-object-verb word
order in his account of Roman history.93 In discussing this author, Frischer et al.
concluded the following: “The fact is that concerning the location of the
accusative direct object there was no correct and incorrect position in either
language, just a distributional trend.”94They continue: “One possible explanation
of Dio’s Latinate placement of the direct object relative to the verb is that it
is very much in keeping with his self-definition as a Roman… Dio’s style
would have had the added advantage of giving reinforcement to his goal of
Thucydidean objectivity: to his Greek reader (and it was primarily for such a
reader that Dio wrote), Dio may have given the impression that his history was
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96 “Consuls, Procurators, liberti and Other Latin creatures in Greek garb: Probings into Josephus’ Rendering of
LatinTerminology.” As of this writing, Professor Siever’s paper has not been published. I thank him for having allowedme
to consult it.
97 Sievers, 16.
98 boulhqe,ntwn ga,r sfwn i’ di,wj pwj auvto.n proseipei/n, kai. tw/n me.n to. tw/n de. to. kai.
e’ shgoume,nwn kai. ai’ roume,nwn, ò Kai/sar e’ pequ,mei me,n i’ scurw/j, ‘Rwmu,loj o’ nomasqh/nai, ai’ sqo,menoj
de. o[ti ùpopteu,etai e’ k tou,tou th/j basilei,aj e’ piqumei/n, ou’ ke,t’ au’ tou/ a’ ntepoih,sato, a’ lla. Au:goustoj
ẁj kai. plei/o,n ti hv . kata. a’ nqrw,pouj wv .n e’ peklh,qh\ pa,nta ga.r ta. e’ ntimo,tata kai. ta. ìerw,tata au:gousta
prosagoreu,etai. e’ x ou-per kai. sebasto.n au’ to.n kai. èllhni,zonte,j pwj, w-sper tina. septo,n, a’ po. tou/
seba,zesqai, prosei/pon. (Hist. Rom. 53.16.7-8). [“For when they wished to call him by some distinctive title, andmen
were proposing one title and another and urging its selection, Caesar was exceedingly desirous of being called Romulus,
but when he perceived that this caused him to be suspected of desiring the kingship, he desisted from his efforts to obtain
it, and took the title of ‘Augustus,’ signifying that he was more than human; for all the most precious and sacred objects
are termed augusta. Therefore they addressed him also in Greek as Sebastos, meaning an august personage, from the
passive of the verb sebazo, ‘to revere’.” trans. LCL, E. Cary]
99 meta. th.n ‘Hrw,dou teleuth.n katestasi,asen Au’ gou,stou me.n ‘Rwmai,wn h̀gemoneu,ontoj.
100 Sievers, 17.
This writer has not been able to apply all of Frischer’s complicated criteria
and “cluster analysis” so as to come to any definitive conclusions about possible
Latinate tendencies in Josephus. Alain Gowing, who produced the section of
Cassius Dio for the Frischer article, has lamented the omission of Josephus from
their study. Yet Josephus, a writer whose Greek is for the most part linguistically
and stylistically sophisticated throughout the B.J., does occasionally display a
color Latinus. Was this perhaps to emphasize the official nature of his history?
In giving his reader a summary of theB.J. in the preface to his work, Josephus’
use of the Latin transcriptionAu:goustoj, instead of the usualKai,sar, is not
without significance. A recent paper by Josephus Sievers96 treats some of the
possible Latin terminology found in Josephus. In his discussion of the transcription
of the name of Augustus,Au:goustoj, and the translationSebasto,j, which are
both found in theB.J., Sievers notes that the transcriptionAu:goustoj is rare.He
makes reference to the fact that Cassius Dio always used the Latin transcription
Au:goustoj (more than fifty times), “except in one dubious fragmentary
passage.” Sievers97 also quotes the well-known passage fromCassius Dio in which
the author mentions the Greek translation of his name,Sebasto,j.98
Sievers discusses the only three attestations toAu:goustoj in B.J. 1-2, first
at B.J. 1.20, “after Herod’s death, while Augustus was governing the Romans,”99
then in a chronological note at B.J. 2.168, and finally at B.J. 2.215-216 “in a
summary note about conditions at Agrippa I’s accession, with a proviso to
record the transfer of powers on bronze tablets in the Capitol.”100What could all
of this mean? Could Josephus, when following the Latin commentarii so as to
provide some kind of official documentation for his history, have maintained
the Latin transcription Au:goustoj? This seems to be the case. In the first two
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attestations, if one looks at the immediate context of the Greek word order and
idiom, the language itself gives a clue that the information comes from a Latin
source. In following M. Haslam’s guidelines for attempting a back-translation
from a Greek text that probably had a Latin original, the rule of thumb is as
follows: “Whereas ablative absolutes regularly become genitive or are otherwise
Graecized, consular dates are treated as having formulaic status and become
dative.”101 The text of B.J. 1.20 reads as follows: o[pwj te ò lao.j meta. th.n
‘Hrw,dou teleuth.n katestasi,asen Au’ gou,stou me.n ‘Rwmai,wn
h̀gemoneu,ontoj, Kuintili,ou de. Ou’ a,rou kata. th.n cw.ran o:ntoj, kai. ẁj
e:tei dwdeka,tw| th/j Ne,rwnoj a’ rch/j ò po,lemoj a’ nerra,gh.102Would it not
have been possible for the two genitive absolutes to have been originally ablative
absolutes in a Latin source and for the date to have been rendered from an ablative
to a dative according to the above-mentioned convention articulated by Haslam?
The second example of the Latin transcriptionAu:goustoj is found at B.J.
2.168.The text reads as follows: metaba,shj de. ei’ j Tibe,rion to.n ’Iouli,aj
uìo.n th/j ‘Rwmai,wn h̀gemoni,aj meta. th.n Au’ gou,stou teleuth,n,
a’ fhghsame,nou tw/n pragma,twn e:tesin èpta. kai. penth,konta pro.j
de. mhsi.n e’ x kai. h̀me,raij du,o.103 Again, we have a series of genitive absolutes
and datives of time which could have come directly from a Latin commentarius.
As Sievers notes: “However, matters are never as simple as they seem at first
sight. In the immediate context of the second occurrence at B.J. 2.168, we also
have a reference to the wife of Augustus (here Sebasto,j) in B.J. 2.167.”104 Be
that as it may, the presence ofAu’ gou,stou in the genitive absolute followed by
a date in the dative leaps out to grab the reader’s attention.
In our third attestation of Au:goustoj, B.J. 2.215-216, kai. to.n ’A-
gri,ppan eu’ qe,wj e’ dwrei/to th/| patrw,|a| basilei,a| pa,sh| prostiqei.j
e:xwqen kai. ta.j ùp’ Au’ gou,stou doqei,saj ‘Hrw,dh| Tracwni/tin kai.
Au’ rani/tin, cwri.j de. tou,twn ète,ran [216] basilei,an th.n Lusani,ou
kaloume,nhn. kai. tw/ me.n dh,mw|/ diata,gmati th.n dwrea.n e’ dh,lou, toi/j
a:rcousin de. prose,taxen e’ gcara,xantaj de,ltoij calkai/j th.n do,sin
ei’ j to. Kapetw,lion a’ naqei/nai,105 the immediate context depicts Claudius
101 Michael W. Haslam, “Augustus’ Funeral Oration for Agrippa,” CJ 75 (1980), 195.
102 “of the revolt of the people, after Herod’s death, when Augustus was Roman Emperor and Quintilius Varus
provincial governor; of the outbreak of the war in the twelfth year of Nero’s principate …”(trans. Thackeray).
103 “On the death of Augustus, who had directed the state for fifty-seven years six months and two days, the empire
of the Romans passed to Tiberius son of Julia.” (trans. Thackeray).
104 Sievers, 17.
105 “Upon Agrippa he forthwith conferred the whole of his grandfather’s kingdom, annexing to it from over the
border not only the districts of Trachonitis and Auranitis of which Augustus had made a present to Herod, but a further
principality known as the kingdom of Lysanias. This donation he announced to the people by an edict, and ordered the
magistrates to have it engraved on brazen tablets to be deposited in the Capitol.” (trans. Thackeray).
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106 B.J. 1.15: filo,ponoj de. ou’ c ò metapoiw/n oi’ konomi,an kai. ta,xin a’ llotri,an, a’ ll’ ò meta. tou/
kaina. le,gein kai. to. sw/ma th/j ìstori,aj kataskeua,zwn i:dion. [“The industrious writer is not one who merely
remodels the scheme and arrangement of another’s work, but one who uses fresh materials and makes the framework of
the history his own.”] (trans. Thackeray).
repressing the soldier’s anger; the senators are admitted to his camp; offerings are
made in thanksgiving toGod. AtB.J. 2.215, the Latin transcriptionAu:goustou
is no longer part of a genitive absolute and there is no reference to a date. The
Roman context, however, is so overwhelming that there must have been some
lost Roman source from which Josephus drew this information.
Conclusion
This study began with an interest in revisiting some of the sources and
echoes from classical literature that scholars have detected in Book I of theBellum
Iudaicum. Josephus’ indebtedness toThucydides and other Greek historians has
been studied and debated for centuries. This writer has been able to provide the
reader with some echoes fromThucydides and some of the other giants of Greek
literature hitherto previously unnoticed, but has beenmore interested in pursuing
the research recently centred on the affinity between Josephus and the tragic
poets.HonoraChapman’s study of the relationship between the historical narrative
of the B.J. and scenes reminiscent of Greek tragedy has led this writer to search
for evenmore “tragic” language in Book I of theB.J. that seems to have been pre-
viously undetected by scholars. The language of the tragic poets served not only
to delight Josephus’ non-Jewish audience, but it also assisted the Jewish community
in understanding the profound tragedy of their history, namely themisfortune of
the siege of Jerusalem and the destruction of theTemple.
Josephus’ masterful political-military history is replete with lengthy
descriptions and stories constructed with unique language that appears nowhere
else in Josephus’ work. Nicolaus of Damascus seems to have provided Josephus
with the skeletal form ofmany stories and excursuses, but it was Josephus himself
who artfully arranged the materials that Nicolaus provided. The color latinus in
the Bellum is evident in those passages that result from Josephus’ contact with
Roman military commentarii of the imperial commanders. To paraphrase B.J.
1.15: Josephus proved to be the industrious writer who did not merely remodel
the scheme and arrangement of someone else’s work, but he used fresh materials
and made the framework of the history his own106.
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